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Abstract
Facial expression recognition from images or videos attracts interest of research com-
munity owing to its applications in human-computer interaction and intelligent trans-
portation systems. The expressions cause non-rigid motions of the face-muscles
thereby changing the orientations of facial curves. Wavelets and Gabor wavelets have
been used effectively for recognition of these oriented features. Although wavelets are
the most popular multiresolution method, they have limited orientation-selectivity/
directionality. Gabor wavelets are highly directional but they are not multiresolu-
tion methods in the true sense of the term. Proposed work is an effort to apply
directional multiresolution representations like curvelets and contourlets to explore
the multiresolution space in multiple ways for extracting effective facial features. Ex-
tensive comparisons between different multiresolution transforms and state of the
art methods are provided to demonstrate the promise of the work. The problem of
drowsiness detection, a special case of expression recognition, is also addressed using
a proposed feature extraction method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis focuses on the area of facial expression recognition with the help of a
signal processing method called multiresolution analysis.
1.1 What is Facial Expression Recognition?
Facial expression recognition is the task of identifying mental activity, facial motion
and facial feature deformation from still images, image sequences or videos, and clas-
sifying them into abstract classes based on the visual information only. Generally, this
is possible because human facial gestures are similar. Internal feelings of humans are
often reflected spontaneously on their faces thereby changing the fiducial appearances
and dynamics, and making the face ‘index of mind’. Thus, expression recognition
helps to interpret mental states and differentiate between facial gestures. Figure 1.1
shows a neutral face and six expressions posed by a subject of the popular Japanese
Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) database [33].
Figure 1.1: Different facial expressions [33]
1
1.1.1 Natural Similarity of Facial Expressions
The question of recognition or identification arises due to the presence of similarity.
The emotions expressed by humans deform their faces. There exists natural similarity
of facial expressions despite the presence of diversities in ethnicity, age or gender.
This fact was first demonstrated by Charles Darwin [11]. After nearly a span of 100
years, Ekman and Friesen [18] postulated six expressions namely happiness, sadness,
surprise, anger, disgust and fear (also known as basic emotions) each having a special
and distinguishable nature of its own. This similarity in human facial expressions is
exploited by all facial expression recognition systems.
1.1.2 Facial Expression Identification by Coders
In spite of apparent similarity in expressions, facial expression recognition is a tough
task due to the location, inherent variations in intensity and dynamics of facial expres-
sions. Moreover, the occurrence of expressions and their durations vary for different
people. The expressions do not appear all of a sudden; the facial changes take place
gradually (though very fast). Thus, any expression has three phases: onset or attack,
peak or when the expression sustains on the face, and finally offset or relaxation of
the fiducial muscles into the original state. Often human expressions do not present
single unmixed mental state. In view of this, there is a need for preparing ground
truth for expression data. The ground truths are generated in two ways, namely (a)
Judgement-based approaches and (b) Sign-based approaches. The judgement-based
approaches, as the name suggests, depend on the decision of certified human coders
where the decision of the majority is considered as the ground truth of the image. The
images are classified into the basic six emotional states [18] in this case. In sign-based
approaches, the facial motion and deformation is assigned to classes each of which
serves as a very basic unit of a subtle facial muscular movement. Thus, a complete
dictionary of basic facial movements is formed, and it is called Facial Action Coding
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System (FACS). Each fundamental facial movement enlisted in FACS is named as an
Action Unit (AU). The abstract classes in which the expressions are categorized by
FACS are facial movements along with their locations and intensities. FACS was pro-
posed by Ekman and Friesen [42]. The facial expression research is therefore directed
towards developing robust algorithms that can predict the AUs or basic emotions
accurately using visual data and proceed towards a completely automated expression
recognition process.
1.2 Facial Expression Recognition as a Research
Topic in Computer Vision
As correctly put by an old saying ‘Necessity is the mother of invention’, the driv-
ing force behind any research field is its potential applications or its ability to solve
problems. It has been the aim of all computer vision and image processing algorithms
to make use of visual information as much as possible. Facial expression recognition
in computer vision started with the same aim. With the advent of cheap computa-
tional power and improvement in related fields of face processing, facial expression
recognition gained much inertia. The activeness of this research field enhanced owing
to its applications in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), where human voice, visual
appearance of people as well as sensations of sight and touch (which are also called
modes) are used simultaneously. Also, as social psychology claims, facial expressions
help to co-ordinate conversation. According to Mehrabian [37], when a spoken mes-
sage is delivered with visual information as well, spoken words contribute 7%, vocal
tone provide 38% but above all, facial expressions generate 55% of the effect of mes-
sage. Thus, among all of the modes in HCI, facial expression is the most important
one. This has necessitated the research of facial expression recognition. Besides this
area, robot vision, virtual reality and facial animations require facial expression anal-
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ysis. Intelligent transportation systems, which are targeted to eliminate human lapses
in vehicle control, require facial expression recognition to make decisions. Research
has been carried out on two genres of expressions (a) recognition of AUs (b) recogni-
tion of basic emotions. The recognition of action units emphasizes on capturing local
muscular deformation of facial muscles. On the other hand, basic emotion recognition
aims to track mental states.
1.3 Significance of Expression Databases
Generally, recognition algorithms are checked against specific image or video databases
which contain images and their corresponding ground truths. Databases provide an
uniform platform for algorithm testing. The databases gather images under con-
trolled situations as well as incorporate diversity in their content in terms of different
subjects, illuminations, ages, gender ethnicities, textures, in general. Any algorithm,
performing robustly in the databases, can be checked for evaluation in more critical
situations and improved subsequently. The databases have been generated by earlier
researchers for their work and they have generously made them publicly available
for further usage by other researchers. Many face processing databases are available
currently, and among them the JAFFE database and the Cohn-Kanade database [27]
are the most used ones for facial expression analysis.
1.4 Problem Statement
In this thesis, images have been decomposed by Multiresolution Analysis (MRA)
methods and the Multiresolution Representations (MRs) of images have been used
to analyze facial expressions, specifically, basic prototype emotions from still images.
The aim has been to study and compare the application of MRA methods for expres-
sion recognition in the JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases. Two novel facial ex-
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pression recognition methods based on multiresolution methods have been proposed.
Also, a special case of expression analysis (applicable in intelligent transportation
systems) called drowsiness detection from still images has been studied using MRs.
Since, there are no databases publicly available for drowsiness, a database has also
been developed.
1.5 Thesis Outline
A brief outline of the rest of the thesis is discussed here.
Chapter 2 discusses the earlier works in the field of facial expression recognition.
The different sub-areas of expression recognition are presented along with the earlier
researches carried out. Also, the chapter sketches an outline of the different types of
approaches existing in the field.
Chapter 3 presents the fundamental theory of the MRA methods. The chapter
starts with the evolution of MRA from the fourier transform. Abiding by their respec-
tive times of arrival in literature, Gabor wavelets, wavelets, curvelets and contourlets
are discussed.
Chapter 4 comprises of a study of facial expression recognition using the novel
idea of curvelet based Local Binary Patterns (LBPs). The comparison of the method
with some of the state of the art methods is also presented here.
Chapter 5 presents the novel use of multiresolution entropy at selected points for
facial expression recognition. A comparative study on facial expression recognition
using different multiresolution based entropies is carried out.
Chapter 6 studies drowsiness detection using MRs of faces. Two methods involving
different classifiers have been proposed for drowsiness detection. It also discusses the
generation of drowsiness database for the purpose of this work.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by discussing the contributions of the work and
highlights the scopes of the future work based on the thesis.
5
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
The first step towards facial expression analysis using images was taken by Suwa,
Sugie and Fujimora [50]. But the pioneering work of Mase and Pentland [36] was the
one to inspire other researchers in this field. Surveys of the work done in this field till
the last decade is found in the works of Fasel et. al and Pantic [21, 44]. A glance, from
now, at the previous works broadly divides the fields into two parts; (a) Static-image
based recognition (b) Image sequence or video based recognition. Static image based
researches rely on peak or apex of the expressions and process still images, and hence,
they miss subtle details of expressions. But, these methods are faster and simpler
compared to their image sequence or video based counterparts that can capture the
dynamics of expressions. In spite of this dichotomy, all facial expression recognition
approaches abide by a generic framework.
2.1 The Generic Framework for Expression
Recognition
The generic framework for all expression recognition systems is presented in Fig. 2.1.
The basic steps for expression recognition and the existing works on them in the
literature are discussed in the following sub-sections.
2.1.1 Face Acquisition
The aim of face acquisition is to locate faces in complex scenes with cluttered back-
ground. For automatic expression analysis systems, the perfect detection of face
6
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is very critical. Some approaches [19, 24] use exact location of faces whereas oth-
ers [2, 29] can work with the coarse location of faces. Essa and Pentland [19] used
modular eigenspace method for exact face detection. The Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) coefficients of facial images were used to detect faces from still images
as well as image sequences. Hong et. al [24] used the PearsonSpotter system [49] for
head tracking and thereafter stereo disparity, skin colour detection and convex region
detector for figuring out the exact face locations. Methods like Active Appearance
Models (AAM) [29] and local motion model [2] can work with a coarse location of
faces. Actually, these methods start with an approximate location of faces and adapt
with the exact location of faces by minimizing some mathematical distance functions.
Hence, essentially the exact face is processed for recognizing the expressions. The
popular face detector used in recent research works [1, 46] is the Viola-Jones face
detector [56] which uses boosted haar features to detect faces.
2.1.2 Face Normalization
Face normalization is the process of rectifying face appearance changes caused by
in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation and illumination variations. This processing
is necessary to bring uniformity in the faces, and facilitates the generation of reliable
facial features. In-plane rotations occur due to the rotation of the face parallel to
7
the camera plane. Hence, the image of the face is captured fully but the face is
not oriented vertically. In-plane rotations are comparatively easier to handle and
two-dimensional spatial transforms are used for adjusting them. A very popular
normalization technique for in-plane rotation is Tian’s method [53] to produce facial
images that have fixed distance between the eyes. Out-of-plane rotations occur when
the face rotates making an angle with the camera plane. Hence, the images may not
have a full view of the face. If very little part of the face is captured in the image,
then expression analysis cannot be continued. However, out-of-plane rotations can
be dealt with warping techniques as shown in [19]. Also Pantic and Rothkrantz [43]
used a point based model for side view of face. For illumination variations, Gabor
wavelets have been used in [22, 33] as the cosine part of Gabor filter can remove the
average illumination of the image.
2.1.3 Facial Feature Representation
Generally, in the field of image processing or computer vision, feature representation is
the process of generating useful information from the images/image sequences/videos,
such that, effective use of the information can be robust enough to categorize the
images into correct abstract classes relevant to the context. A digitized image is
a two-dimensional (three-dimensional for a colour image) matrix; image sequences
or videos are three-dimensional (four-dimensional for colour) matrices. The basic
idea is to apply mathematical methods to generate effective information from them.
Figure 2.2 shows different genres in which the methods are broadly classified. The
first dichotomy in face processing arises from the proportion of face that is considered
for processing. There exist local methods [16, 43] which use, mainly, the portion of
eyes and mouth for processing. The entire face or points from different regions of the
face are used in holistic methods [2, 24, 46]. There also exist approaches that use
both local and global features and hence are termed as hybrid methods [19, 61].
Irrespective of the face being processed globally or locally, video or image sequence
8
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Figure 2.2: Different types of facial feature extraction approaches
based methods extract motion and image based methods extract deformation. Motion
based methods [17, 19, 36, 54, 59] aim to obtain the subtle movement of facial parts in
between frames. Mostly dense optical flow [31, 59] and 3D deformable models [17, 19]
have been used for motion extraction. Essa and Pentland [19] used Kalman filter for
reliable tracking followed by 3D motion and muscle models for feature extraction.
However, the model based method undergoes through the tedious process of model
generation and they are also computationally expensive. Mase and Pentland used
regional optical flow [36] which was able to capture the motion of 44 facial muscles.
Their approach used a window for each muscle and each window had an axis by
which the optical flow was estimated in eight directions. Though the optical flow
methods are vulnerable to noise, their sensitivity in motion discontinuity inspired
their use. It is found that motion extraction methods may be image based or 3D
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model based but Essa and Pentland [20] used the information obtained from optical
flow to map fiducial muscle movements. Recently, dynamic Haar like features were
used by Yang et. al [60] to extract features from videos or image sequences. Dornaika
and Davione [15] used particle filter for recovering facial dynamics from videos.
Deformation extraction can be classified into geometry based methods, appear-
ance based [10, 32, 61] methods and two-dimensional model based methods [9, 16, 29].
Geometry based methods form features that depend on the shape and location of fa-
cial features. It has been showed by Valstar and Pantic [55], that appearance based
methods perform better than geometry based methods. In appearance based meth-
ods, Gabor wavelets [1, 61] have been used to form features. Both of these approaches
select specific points from facial images and use the Gabor wavelet coefficients at those
points for further processing. Recently, LBPs have also been used to form effective
features for expression recognition [23, 46] and it is proved that the use of LBPs
reduces the complexity of the algorithms when compared to Gabor wavelets. These
methods use holistic face processing. Recent work on static images focus on reducing
time [45, 46] as well as on the use of the automated system [45] for facial expres-
sion analysis. The two-dimensional model based methods are mainly dependent on
AAM which generates a statistical model of shape variation using 122 fiducial points
and PCA. A multiple multivariate regression analysis is carried out for learning in
AAM. The learned model is used to classify the images. Generally, the features are
represented in form of vectors called feature vectors for classification.
2.2 Facial Expression Classification
Facial expression classification is the final step, where, a query image is classified into
its object class. After the earlier activities of face acquisition, normalization, facial
feature extraction and representation are performed, the facial features are used for
classifying the images or expressions to the abstract classes. The classification is done
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by a mathematical abstraction called classifier. The classifier is taught about the
features in its training phase so that, in the testing phase, the classifier can allot
the feature vector(s) from a query image to its proper class. Generally, features
are extracted from all the images/videos that are intended for training to form a
feature set. This feature set is used to train a classifier. After the classifier is trained,
the query image is used to test the classifier results. Different types of classifiers
have been used in existing works. Nearest neighbour classifiers have been used in
the works of Shan et. al. and Liao et. al. [46, 30] for classifying feature vectors.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been used as the classifier in some works [46,
38]. Several works have used neural networks; Multiple Layer Perceptron (MLP) has
been used by Zhang [61], Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) have been applied by
Bashyal and Vengamoorthy [1]. The recent researches have used adaboost [46, 60] for
enhanced performance. These are mainly used as spatial classifiers. Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [41] and Recurrent Neural Networks [28] have been used as spatio-
temporal classifiers.
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Chapter 3
Multiresolution Analysis Methods
The word multiresolution points to the meaning- multiple resolutions. Very simply,
MRA methods are concerned about gathering information using the representation
and analysis of signals or functions in more than one resolution. Generally, MRA
methods are mathematical frameworks for decomposing a signal into its relevant
constituents. An image is considered as a two-dimensional signal and can therefore
be generalized as a part of two-dimensional vector space V which is a set closed under
finite vector addition and multiplication. MRA methods consider the image as the
vector space in the highest available resolution such that it contains all vector spaces
of the next lower resolution. The next lower resolution contains all vector spaces of
the further lower resolutions. Thus subspace nesting is noticed and that continues
until the two-dimensional image reduces to a two-dimensional point (basically to a
pixel). MRA methods offer to find effective vector spaces that can synthesize the
original signal from the decomposed parts. Vector spaces are characterized by a
subset (which may not be unique) v1, v2, ......, vn of vectors in V such that these
vectors are linearly independent and span V (which means every vector v in V can
be generated by a linear combination of the elements of the subset). A subset of
this kind is called a basis of the vector space. Thus, an MRA method needs to find
effective basis for signal decomposition and reconstruction. Physically, MRA method
provide a simple hierarchical framework for analyzing the properties of a signal by
measuring it and represents it effectively so that the signal can be reconstructed. A
key aspect of this framework is its hierarchical structure. At different resolutions, the
details of a signal, primarily, characterize different physical aspects of a signal. At
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coarse resolution, these details correspond to the larger overall aspects, the context
of a signal. At fine resolution, these details correspond to its distinguishing features.
Such a course-to-fine strategy is typical in identifying a signal. This aspect of MRA
is exploited in this work.
The inspiration of multiresolution analysis came from the shortcomings of Fourier
Transform [3] which is used to generate a frequency domain description of a signal
using sine and cosine functions as the basis elements. Given a time limited sig-
nal, Fourier Transform (FT) can provide the frequency components(with value and
phase) required to synthesize the signal within its time limits. However, FT of a
signal stretches in frequency domain as the time limits of the signal decrease making
it impossible for the transform to conclude which frequency components are respon-
sible for the generation of an arbitrarily small time-limited part of the signal. This
phenomenon is called Uncertainty Principal and MRA methods try to solve it as
much as possible. The rest of the chapter presents the evolution of MRA methods.
3.1 From Fourier Transform to Gabor Wavelets
The FT of g(t), a time varying signal is mathematically represented as follows
G(w) =
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)e−jwt dt (3.1)
where G(w) is the description of g(t) in frequency domain. Here, t represents time
and w represents frequency. G(w) is called the forward FT of g(t). There also exists
a reverse FT(shown in eqn. 3.2) by which g(t) can be recovered by G(w).
g(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
G(w)ejwt dw (3.2)
Generally, t can represent any quantity. It has been used as time here for the sim-
plicity of the discussions. From the equations 3.1 and 3.2, it is evident that time
domain signal g(t) does not have frequency domain information and the frequency
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domain signal G(w) can only say that it has specific frequency components but can-
not localize them in time domain. In other words, g(t) has perfect time resolution
but no frequency resolution and G(w) has frequency resolution but no time resolu-
tion. Therefore fourier transform is suitable for those signals where same frequency
components are present at all instances of time. These signals are called stationary
signals. For non-stationary signals, the idea of Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT)
came into being. The assumption is that a non-stationary signal can be divided into
small stationary parts using a kernel or window function. The product of the signal
and kernel function localized at a specific instant of time can be subjected to FT as
shown in eqn. 3.3 to obtain the STFT or windowed FT of the signal.
G(τ, w) =
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)p(t− τ)ejwt dw (3.3)
where p(t − τ) represents the kernel function with its peak present at the instant
t = τ . FT and STFT are used mostly for acoustic signal processing. Therefore, from
eqn. 3.3, it is clear that G is a function of two variables– time (τ) as well as frequency
(w). Hence, STFT provides a time-frequency description of signals. But, there ex-
ists a quantum principle by which the conjoint time-frequency domain cannot reach
below a certain value. Hence, a tradeoff between time resolution and frequency resolu-
tion was needed. D. Gabor discovered that gaussian modulated complex exponentials
could provide the best tradeoff. This concept is used by the name of Gabor func-
tions or transform. Two-dimensional (typically, planar space used in image processing
applications) gabor functions happen to be a special case of STFT where local band-
pass filters are used to achieve the theoretical limit between two-dimensional spatial
and two-dimensional fourier domains. The Gabor function is formed by a Gaussian
function with its own characteristic mean and variance, and, a complex exponential
(which represents a wave) of characteristic phase and frequency. The Gabor function
is shown as
Ψ(
−→
k ,−→x ) = ‖
−→
k ‖2
σ2
exp(−‖
−→
k ‖2‖−→x ‖2
2σ2
)[exp(i
−→
k .−→x )− exp(−σ
2
2
)] (3.4)
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where
−→
k is called the characteristic wave frequency, −→x represents the position vector
of a point in the X−Y plane and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function.
−→
k has two parameters, scale (kυ) and orientation (θ).
−→
k =
 kυcosθ
kυsinθ
 (3.5)
Generally, the gaussian mean is taken as zero; kυ and θ are changed to obtain the
Gabor filter banks. Since, different variations are obtained by changing a mother
function in scale and orientations, they are also called Gabor wavelets keeping simi-
larity with the wavelets which are discussed in the following section. In applications
involving facial images, the images are convolved with the Gabor filter banks to ob-
tain Gabor coefficients at different scales and orientations. The problem that remains
in Gabor transform is the use of fixed window size. In wavelets, the modification
made is the use of varying window size depending on the frequency which essentially
means large windows are used for low frequencies and small windows are used for
high frequencies.
3.2 Wavelet Transform
The name wavelet means a part of wave or a small wave. Essentially wavelets are time-
limited signals and they are localized in frequency [34]. Wavelets serve as the basis
elements in wavelet transform. Their transient nature makes them totally different
from the basis of fourier transform. The wavelets are smooth and have zero integral
and this implies that they have no high or low frequencies. Wavelets are translates
and dilates of one function called mother wavelet ϕ. Therefore, one dimensional
wavelets can be mathematically represented as
ϕs,d(t) =
1√
s
ϕ(
x− d
s
) (3.6)
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where s denotes scale (dilation) and d denotes position (translation). The continuous
wavelet transform Wg(s, d) of a signal g(t) can be obtained as
Wg(s, d) =
∫
g(t)ϕs(t) dt (3.7)
In the discrete domain the wavelet transform is referred as Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT), and 1D DWT of g(t) is calculated as
WΦ(s0, d) =
1√
M
Σg(t)Φs0,d(t) (3.8)
Wϕ(s, d) =
1√
M
Σg(t)ϕs,d(t) (3.9)
Here Φ is called the scaling function which is similar to that of ϕ. WΦ(s0, d) gives the
approximate or low frequency part of the signal andWϕ(s, d) gives the high frequency
part. s0 is chosen as 1 and M is always in the power of 2. Thus,
M = 2p, (3.10)
where p is a positive integer. The scales and positions are chosen on powers of
two which are called dyadic scale and positions such that s = 1, 2, 3, ...., p − 1 and
d = 0, 20, 21, ..., 2p−1. Since, wavelets work on different scales, they are also called
multiscale transforms. The idea of multiscale transforms, though, was first generated
from the idea of Laplacian Pyramid (LP) [4] which decompose a signal at multiple
scales with the aid of filter banks. Depending on the type of wavelets, there exists a
family of wavelets that comprises of Haar, Daubechies, Morlets, Symmlets, Coiflets,
Biorthogonal etc. Each of them have a characteristic nature of their own. By the
property of wavelets, a one level wavelet decomposition of two-dimensional signal gives
four subbands containing approximate, horizontal, vertical and diagonal information
of the signal. The approximate subband can be further decomposed to approximate,
horizontal, vertical and diagonal subbands making the overall wavelet decomposition
level as 2 and reduce the size by 22. Thus, more levels implies more scales and positions
of the signals are explored. This makes the transform work for just 0◦, 45◦and90◦
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orientations (of edges). The elements of the subbands are called wavelet coefficients.
Also, many coefficients of wavelets are required to represent a discontinuity. These
drawbacks inspired researchers to develop new MRA methods like contourlets and
curvelets which can work in more orientations and obtain a sparse representation of
signals. Since these transforms work in different orientations, they are also called
directional.
3.3 Curvelet Transform
Curvelet transform was introduced by Cande`s and Donoho. Mathematical details of
the transform can be found in [14]. The basis elements of the transform are anisotropic
(unlike the dyadic wavelets) and they abide by the parabolic scaling law of width ∼
length2. This property takes a major role in obtaining sparse representation of smooth
functions and straight edges by the curvelets. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of edge
representation by curvelets and wavelets. For obtaining curvelet transform of an
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Edge representation using (a) wavelets and (b) curvelets [47]
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image, at first, the image is represented in scale-space domain. Then the frequency
plane obtained is divided into dyadic coronae and each corona is partitioned into
angular wedges which abide by the parabolic aspect ratio. Hence, orientation is
taken into account in the scale-space description of the image. Thus, curvelets provide
coefficients by measuring information about an object at specified scales, locations as
well as orientations. As explained by Candes, curvelets can be thought of as obtained
by applying parabolic dilations, rotations and translations to a specifically shaped
function Φ which is indexed using scale s(0 < s < 1), location l and orientation β as
Φs,l,β(x) = s
− 3
4Φ(DaRβ(x− l)) (3.11)
with
Ds =
 1s 0
0 1√
s

where Ds is a parabolic scaling matrix, Rβ is a rotation by β radians.
There are some digital implementations of curvelets and curvelets via wrapping [6]
(also called second generation of curvelets) are used for this work. For a 2D function
g[x1, x2] with 0 < x1, x2 < n (a specific length), the curvelets via wrapping can be
performed according to the following steps[6]
1. 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for g[x1, x2]→ gˆ[w1, w2] is computed.
2. G[w1, w2] is divided into dyadic subbands using a scale window Vi, i representing
ith scale.
3. Each subband is separated into angular wedges using angular windows Vi,k with
k representing kth wedge.
4. The product P˜i,k[w1, w2]G[w1, w2] is calculated where P˜i,k[w1, w2] is a discrete
localizing window.
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5. The product is wrapped inside a rectangle R of size H1,i ×W2,i (in east-west)
or H2,i × W1,i (in north-south) around the origin to obtain G˜i,k[w1, w2] =
R(U˜j,lG)[w1, w2]. Here, H1,i ∼ 2i and H2,i ∼ 2 i2 and are constants.
6. The curvelet coefficients at scale i and orientation k are calculated from the 2D
inverse FFT of each G˜i,k.
Curvelet transform is applied in different scales and orientations for this work.
3.4 Contourlet Transform
Contourlet transform [13] decomposes an image into several directional subbands at
multiple scales and obtains a sparse image expansion by first applying a multiscale
transform followed by local directional transform. For this purpose, the edges or
point discontinuities are detected by a LP. A Directional Filter Bank (DFB) is used
thereafter for linking those points into linear structures. The overall work is achieved
by pyramidal directional filter bank [12] and finally a multiscale image expansion
using elementary images like contour segments are obtained. Therefore, the name
contourlet transform is given to the process. The DFB used here is different from
the traditional one which modulates the signal during frequency partitions. This is
because traditional DFB was developed for high frequency and low frequency was
not handled properly. During the implementation, bandpass images obtained from
an LP are fed to a DFB to retrieve the directional information in the first level. This
scheme is iterated on the approximate image for the next level. Thus, the formation
of contourlet filter bank takes place in the guise of a doubly iterated filter bank.
This filter bank is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Contourlet transform offers multiresolution and directional decomposition for im-
ages and it allows for a different number of directions at each scale. Like curvelets,
contourlet transform satisfies the anisotropy scaling law. The contourlet transform is
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Figure 3.2: Contourlet filter bank
almost critically sampled and much less redundant compared to the curvelets. Con-
tourlet transform has been used in various combinations of scale and orientations for
carrying experiments in this work.
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Chapter 4
Curvelet based Local Binary Patterns for
Facial Expression Recognition
4.1 Introduction
This chapter studies the use of curvelet based LBP for the facial expression recog-
nition. Curvelet based LBP are used to extract features from the face. Though
LBP [46, 30] has been used earlier for facial expression, the use of LBP on multireso-
lution space has not been studied earlier. The motivation of this work is derived from
the recent use of curvelets on the problem of face recognition [35]. Generally, face
recognition and facial expression recognition are dual problems. Face recognition is
made difficult by variety of expressions and expression recognition gets tougher due
to the faces varying in age, gender, and ethnicity. The method presented in [35] ap-
plied curvelet coefficients to form features for representing the entire face. In order
to classify the facial expressions, the local facial information needs to be stored. To
obtain the local description of the expressions, local binary patterns (LBPs) are com-
puted using selected sub-bands of image pre-processed by curvelet transform. The
approach is non-cross-validated and has been compared with LBP and Gabor wavlet
based methods.
4.2 Local Binary Patterns
The LBP operator, introduced by T. Ojala et al. [39], is a method used in texture
description and analysis. Using the basic LBP operator, each pixel of an image is
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Figure 4.1: Basic LBP operator
labeled by a binary (0 and 1) representation of its 3×3 neighbourhood taking the
center value as threshold as depicted in Fig. 4.1. Then the histogram of the labels
can be used as a texture descriptor. A histogram of the labeled image fl(x, y) can be
defined as
Hi =
∑
x,y
I{fl(x, y) = i}, i = 0, 1, 2, ...., n− 1 (4.1)
in which n is the number of different labels produced by the LBP operator and
I{A} =
 1 if A is true0 if A is false (4.2)
This histogram has information about the distribution of the local micropatterns,
such as edges, spots and flat areas of the entire image [39]. The number of labels
clearly depends on the number of neighbours used in the LBP operator. For N
neighbours, number of labels will be maximum 2N . The operator was modified to use
neighbourhoods of different sizes in [40]. In the modified operator, the neighbourhood
of any pixel was defined as a circular region of radius R. Using bi-linear interpolation,
a number of P (depending on R) pixels can be sampled on the circumference of the
circular region using the center pixel as threshold. The LBP is therefore represented
by LBP(P,R). If the coordinates of the center pixel are (0,0), the coordinates of the
pth neighbour are given by (−R sin(2pip
P
), R cos(2pip
P
)). Since the labels are formed using
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: LBP of different radii and neighbourhoods (a)R=1, N=8 (b)R=2, N=8,
(c)R=3,N=8
8 neighbours, 28 labels are available, starting from 0 to 255. LBP operators shown in
Fig. 4.2 have been used in this expression recognition framework for experiments.
4.3 Proposed Method
The proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.3. The images are first cropped to extract
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Figure 4.3: Proposed method using curvelet based LBP
the face of the subject using Viola-Jones face detector. LBP is independent of illumi-
nation changes whereas curvelet is not independent of illumination changes. Hence,
normalization is applied. Histogram equalization is then applied to increase the con-
trast. After that, curvelet transform is applied on the images at a specific scale and
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Figure 4.4: Feature generation using curvelet based LBP
orientation. The approximate sub-band obtained from the transform is resized to a×b
and divided into k regions each of size m×n pixels. From each of these k regions, the
LBP histogram of 255 labels is calculated. The histograms from successive regions
are concatenated to form the feature set for a particular image. Mathematically, k
regions G1, G2, ......, Gk are available and each element of the feature vector can be
expressed as
Hi,j =
∑
x,y
I{fl(x, y) = i}I{(x, y)²Rj)}. (4.3)
Here, i=[0, 255] and j=[1, k]. Figure 4.4 shows the feature extraction process from
the approximate subband of the facial image in curvelet domain. So, effectively
from the approximate sub-band, three levels of information can be obtained. The
LBP values have information about the coefficients. Histogram obtained from the
LBP values over a region contain the information in a regional level. Finally, all the
regional histograms are successively concatenated to obtain a holistic description of
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the sub-band. Therefore, ith feature vector xi of length k×255 is obtained. Based
on the class labels y of the images, feature vectors of same class label are grouped to
form the training set Xc for a particular class of expressions. Thus,
Xc = {xc1, xc2, xc3, ....., xcn} (4.4)
where n is the number of training images available for the corresponding class. The
representative feature setM c of the class c is the cluster center of Xc and is calculated
as
M c =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xci . (4.5)
A simple nearest neighbour classifier using the Chi-square metric (4.6) is used for
classification.
χ2(S,M c) =
N∑
i=1
(Si −M ci )2
(Si +M ci )
(4.6)
Here, S is the feature vector of length N extracted from the test image.
4.4 Experimental Results using Curvelets
The experiments are carried out on JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases. The details
of the experiments are discussed in sub-sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.4.1 JAFFE Database
The database consists of total 213 images of 7 facial expressions (6 basic facial ex-
pressions + 1 neutral, frontal view) posed by 10 Japanese female models. They are
pre-processed as described in section 4.3. The images are randomly divided into five
sets of roughly equal images. Five rounds of testing are carried out and at each time,
a different combination of four sets are used for training and the remaining set is used
for testing. This random division is carried out 3 times. The recognition rate is the
percentage accuracy of the proposed method in classifying expressions. The recogni-
tion rates given for this database in the experimental results are therefore the averages
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Table 4.1: Recognition rates obtained by different curvelet (scale, orientation) +
LBP (neighbourhood, radius) combinations on JAFFE database
Combination Details Recognition Rates (%)
curvelet(3,16) + LBP(8,3) 90.99
curvelet(3,16) + LBP(8,2) 93.69
curvelet(3,16) + LBP(8,1) 90.86
curvelet(3,8) + LBP(8,3) 90.11
curvelet(3,8) + LBP(8,2) 91.98
curvelet(3,8) + LBP(8,1) 89.07
curvelet(2,8) + LBP(8,3) 83.41
curvelet(2,8) + LBP(8,2) 91.75
curvelet(2,8) + LBP(8,1) 89.74
of the recognition rates of all tests. The recognition rates for various combinations
of curvelet (Scale, Orientation) and LBP (Neighbourhood, Radius) are discussed in
Table 4.1. Since the combination of curvelet (3,16) and LBP (8,2) gives best results,
the confusion matrix shown in Table 4.2 is calculated using this combination. Also,
if the curvelet scale and orientation parameters are kept fixed, the LBP(8,2) gives
the best results among other LBP parameters. The confusion matrix shows the pro-
portion in percentage, any expression shown in a row is falsely detected as another
expression in the column. The ideal confusion matrix will be a diagonal matrix the
expression From the confusion matrix of JAFFE database, it is found that happiness
is least confused with other expressions. After happiness, disgust is detected with
least error. Though sadness is confused with fear only, it suffers the least accuracy
among all expressions. Sadness and fear are found most difficult to detect and these
results are similar with the earlier results published.
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Table 4.2: Confusion matrix (%) obtained by curvelet (3, 16) and LBP (8, 2) on
JAFFE database
HHHHHHHHHHH
Given
Label
Classified
Label
Happy Sad Surprise Anger Disgust Fear Neutral
Happy 95.34 0 0 2.33 0 0 2.33
Sad 0 85.71 0 0 0 14.29 0
Surprise 2.44 2.44 87.8 0 0 4.88 2.44
Anger 0 0 3.45 89.65 0 3.45 3.45
Disgust 0 0 3.57 0 92.86 3.57 0
Fear 5.89 2.94 2.94 0 2.94 85.29 0
Neutral 0 0 6.9 0 0 6.9 86.2
4.4.2 Cohn-Kanade Database
The Cohn-Kanade database consists of images (frontal view) of 100 university stu-
dents of different age, gender and ethnicity. The subjects were instructed to perform
a series of 23 facial displays, six of which were based on description of basic emo-
tions. The facial displays are converted to basic 6 expressions where possible and a
total 348 image sequences are selected. Only the final image of each of the selected
sequences are considered for our training and testing. The testing procedure is the
same as mentioned in sub-section 4.4.2. The recognition rates given for this database
in the experimental results are therefore the averages of the recognition rates of all
tests conducted. The recognition rates for various combinations of curvelet (Scale,
Orientation) and LBP (Neighbourhood, Radius) are discussed in Table 4.3. In this
database also, curvelet (3,16) and LBP (8,2) combination gives the best results. But
unlike the JAFFE database, for curvelet(2,8), LBP(8,2) gives the worst performance.
From this disparity, it is clear that depending on the images, the trend exhibited
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Table 4.3: Recognition rates obtained by different curvelet (scale, orientation) +
LBP (neighbourhood, radius) combinations on Cohn-Kanade database
Combination Details Recognition Rates (%)
curvelet(3,16) + LBP(8,3) 87.14
curvelet(3,16) + LBP(8,2) 90.33
curvelet(3,16) + LBP(8,1) 88.03
curvelet(3,8) + LBP(8,3) 87.14
curvelet(3,8) + LBP(8,2) 89.29
curvelet(3,8) + LBP(8,1) 88.55
curvelet(2,8) + LBP(8,3) 88.60
curvelet(2,8) + LBP(8,2) 86.81
curvelet(2,8) + LBP(8,1) 87.09
Table 4.4: Confusion matrix (%) obtained by curvelet (3, 16) and LBP (8, 2) on
Cohn-Kanade database
HHHHHHHHHHH
Given
Label
Classified
Label
Happy Sad Surprise Anger Disgust Fear
Happy 83.87 3.23 4.35 1.02 0 7.53
Sad 3.33 88.33 1.67 1.67 3.33 1.67
Surprise 2.53 0 93.67 0 0 3.8
Anger 0 10.53 0 86.84 2.63 0
Disgust 0 2.38 0 0 95.24 2.38
Fear 6.97 2.33 4.65 0 0 86.05
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by curvelet and LBP combinations may vary significantly. The confusion matrix ob-
tained from this database for the said combination is presented in Table 4.4. From
this matrix, it is clear that the confusion in Cohn-Kanade database is more than that
of the JAFFE database. The most accurately detected expression is disgust. The
least accurately detected expressions in this database are anger and fear.
4.4.3 Comparison with Other Methods
A comparison of the proposed method with Gabor wavelets based method and LBP
based method [46] is shown in Table 4.5. The proposed feature extractor gives better
performance compared to Gabor wavelets and LBP based method using the chi-square
based nearest neighbour classifier. It is observed that the results improve more in the
JAFFE database when compared to that in Cohn-Kanade Database. This may be
attributed to the fact that Cohn-Kanade has more variations in ethnicity and gender
compared to the JAFFE database. Thus, it is clear from the results that LBP on
curvelet domain performs better than LBP in spatial domain.
Table 4.5: Comparison of proposed method with other methods
Methods
Classification Rates(%)
JAFFE Cohn-Kanade
Gabor Wavelets 82.46 86.9
LBP based method 78.36 84.5
Proposed Method 93.69 90.33
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4.5 Chapter Summary
A novel approach of using the curvelet transform and LBP for recognition of expres-
sions from still face images is proposed. The experiments have been carried out on
the popular JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases. Detailed experimental results have
been shown for various combinations of curvelets and LBP using different scales, ori-
entations, neighbourhood and radius. The method has showed promising results in
JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases and this demonstrates the efficiency of curvelet
based LBP as a better feature extractor than only LBP for facial expression recogni-
tion.
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Chapter 5
Multiresolution Entropy for Facial
Expression Recognition
5.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes the use of multiresolution entropy at selected points for classi-
fying facial expressions from still images. A directional multiresolution transform like
curvelet transform which refines its domain by using orientation information has been
found suitable for expression classification in the earlier chapter. The method in the
earlier chapter used only the approximate subband for feature extraction. But the
high frequency information is contained in the detail subbands which have not been
used before. Since similarity of facial expressions has been studied earlier using Gabor
wavelet which uses filters oriented in different directions on specific feature points in
images, the orientation selectivity and information content of curvelet subbands at
specific facial points can prove to be better candidates as feature extractor and are
used in this work. The information at selected facial points are gathered using the en-
tropy of the corresponding pixel at various subbands. The method is evaluated in the
JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases without and with cross-validations. Both of the
cross-validated and non-cross-validated experimental procedures have been adopted
in literature but very few works have addressed them simultaneously. The method is
compared with wavelet entropy, contourlet entropy, Gabor wavelet and LBP based fa-
cial expression recognition methods. Experimental results show that the directional
multiresolution subband entropy at selected points may be used to form effective
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features for classifying facial expressions.
5.2 Framework for Recognition
The points selected on the face are the points that are most affected due to the
six basic expressions of happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust and fear. The
coefficients at a specific point of the original signal in any subband of its MR are
the measures of the strength of the point under the parameters of the corresponding
subband. It has been already established [5, 48] that curvelets are very effective in
representing edges and ridges. Hence, points around which edges and ridges occur
due to expressions will have significant energy in specific subbands. Thus, the entropy
at the selected point at any subband will differ due to different expressions. Earlier,
wavelet energy and entropy obtained from all available subbands have been used
for facial feature extraction [7, 8]. Since, the entire face has been considered for
energy calculations in those methods, the global facial energy which has the details
of a person’s identity as well, is being used to generate the features. In order to
eliminate that problem, the proposed approach is based on selecting 36 facial points
from a face and analyzing the subband entropies at those points to form an effective
feature set. Different neighbourhoods of a chosen point in curvelet domain are used
to get the entropy. The extracted entropies are projected to PCA space. The vectors
in the PCA space are subjected to Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). A simple
nearest neighbour classifier is used for classification. As this work is based on facial
features using dimension reduced curvelet entropy of selected points, the proposed
method comprises of three main parts- facial feature points selection, calculation of
subband entropy followed by dimension reduction and classification. All the images
are subjected to tilt correction (the line connecting the centers of two eyes of a face
is made horizontal by rotating the image) before selecting the facial points.
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5.2.1 Facial Feature Point Selection
36 specific facial points are chosen manually from each of the faces for processing. 34
of those points are similar to those used in [61], 2 other points are used in this work.
All the 36 points are shown in Fig. 5.1. Points marked in red are two additional points
Figure 5.1: Selection of 36 facial points for feature extraction
considered for this work, as it is found by visual inspections that curves around these
points vary significantly with different expressions. Also, the green point is a shifted
form of the point at the tip of the nose owing to its changing proximity with the
mouth for different expressions. The location of these points are stored for further
processing.
5.2.2 Curvelet Subband Entropy
After the selection of 36 specific facial points, the face images are represented in
curvelet domain with specific scale and orientation. Figure 5.2 shows the subbands
of an image obtained by curvelet transform. A close look at the subbands reveal
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Figure 5.2: Curvelet subbands obtained from the image (bordered by red) at scale
= 3 and orientation = 8
that the location and proportion of white patches (represents significant coefficients)
varies in each subband. Therefore, it is evident from the figure that each subband
has different information about the face. The number of subbands obtained depends
on the scale (s) and orientation (o) of the curvelet transform. The location of the
corresponding points of the selected/interest points are found out in each subband.
All the curvelet subbands do not have same dimensions, hence the location of the
corresponding point of an interest point varies in each subband. The corresponding
points are identified in each subband. In each subband, centering each interest point,
four energy values are calculated by taking square regions of sizes 3×3, 5×5, 7×7 and
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9×9 according to eqn. 5.1.
EW =
∑
W
|Sn(x, y)|2 for W = 3, 5, 7 and 9 (5.1)
Here, Sn(x, y) is the coefficient at the point (x, y) in subband Sn. The energy values
EW are normalized by dividing them by the total energy ET of the original image I
where
ET =
∑
I
|I(p, q)|2 (5.2)
The normalized energies are denoted by EWN where
EWN =
EW
ET
∀ W (5.3)
The normalized energies thus become higher as theW increase. This is obvious for all
the interest points. In order to have an idea about the neighbouring coefficients with
the increase of W , normalized energy per point EWNP is calculated for all window
sizes by eqn. 5.4.
EWNP =
EWN
W 2
∀ W (5.4)
Here, the distribution of the energy of an interest point is obtained by EWNP . The
value will be higher if the corresponding point in any subband is surrounded by
more number of significant coefficients. The peakiness of this energy distribution
is formulated by entropy which highlights uniform energy variation in all windows
when large in value. Same expressions will yield similar orientation curves which
implies similar variation in energy distribution surrounding the interest points in same
subband. Therefore, entropies of interest points are used here. Before calculating the
entropy, the sum of all energy values obtained for a point is made 1 by eqn. 5.5
EWNPN =
EWNP∑
W=3,5,7,9(EWNP )
(5.5)
Finally, the entropy for any interest point is calculated by the following equation
ENTi,j =
∑
W
EWNPN log2EWNPN (5.6)
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Thus, from each subband 36 values of entropy will be obtained. If N subbands are
present, the feature vector for an image is obtained by concatenating the entropy
values from all subbands. Hence, the size of the feature vector is 36×N . During
comparison with contourlets and wavelets, the contourlet and wavelet entropies are
calculated instead of the curvelet entropy and then subjected to dimension reduction
methods.
5.2.3 Dimension Reduction and Classification
The aim of dimension reduction methods is to reduce the number of variables (or
dimensions) required to represent the data while retaining the variations present in
the data set. The feature vectors obtained using multiresolution entropy are large in
size and hence dimension reduction methods is necessary. The expression recognition
task performed here classifies images into one of the 7 (6 basic expressions + 1 neutral)
classes. One of the most popular dimension reduction method is PCA but it suffers
from a basic problem. It does not care about the separability of classes. Let X
be a training feature set of size n × d, where n is the number of training vectors
and d is the dimensionality of each vector. When X is subjected to PCA, it directly
works with the zero-mean version Y of X to generate the scatter or covariance matrix
Sc of size d × d. The eigen vectors corresponding to the eigen values of Sc are the
principal components and they are uncorrelated. Generally, the principal components
are ordered in a matrix Pmat in columns, so that they account for the decreasing
amount of variation in the data. Pmat has size of d × r, where r is the number of
principal components selected. The principal components are basis vectors (or axes)
such that their linear combination can provide a description of the original data in the
PCA subspace. The product Pval = Y.Pmat of size n× p is called the PCA projection
of the training data. Evidently,Pval is generated without taking care of the classes to
which the training samples belong to. Therefore though the projection axes chosen by
PCA account for data variation, they may not be able to provide good discrimination.
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The solution to the problem of PCA was given by LDA which works by discrim-
inating between the classes. LDA works to find directions in which the classes are
separated maximally. For generality, let the matrix X of size n × d has n feature
vectors in its rows which can be classified to C classes. Let, µi be the mean vector
of length d (equal to the number of columns in X) of ith class where i = 1, 2, 3, ..., C.
The mean of all classes is µ = 1
C
∑C
i=1 µi. Let ni be the number of samples within
class i, where i = 1, 2, 3, ..., C. Therefore, the total number of samples is equal
to the number of rows n of X, such that n =
∑C
i=1 ni. Two covariance or scat-
ter matrices are calculated which are called within − class scatter matrix Sw and
between− class scatter matrix Sb. Sw and Sb which are calculated as follows:
Sw =
C∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(xi,j − µi)(xi,j − µi)T (5.7)
Sb =
C∑
i=1
ni(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T (5.8)
LDA attempts to find a linear transformation to maximize det(Sb)
det(Sw)
. It is found that
the linear transformation is given by Lmat whose columns are eigenvectors of SbSw
−1.
At most, C-1 non-zero generalized eigenvectors could be found for the C-class LDA.
The problem arises in the maximization, when the Sw is singular. As the number
of training samples are lesser than the length of the multiresolution entropy vector
obtained from each image, a singular Sw will be generated. Thus, the vectors are
projected to PCA space with number of principal components lesser than the number
of training images at first. The data Pval in PCA space is projected to LDA space by
Lval = L
T
matPval −mean(Pval). (5.9)
The Lval is used for training. When a query image is obtained, multiresolution entropy
is calculated from it and projected to PCA + LDA space. A nearest neighbour
classifier with Euclidean distance as the metric is used to classify the query image.
The process diagram of the proposed method can be summarized as shown in Fig. 5.3.
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5.3 Experiments without Cross-validation
The experiments without cross-validation here implies that when the images of a
database are divided into training and test sets, there exist common subjects between
the sets. In the JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases the experiments are carried out
with curvelets, contourlets and wavelets.
5.3.1 Results in JAFFE Database using Curvelets,
Contourlets and Wavelets
For JAFFE database, each subject has at least one image of each expression. There-
fore, by taking 7 different expressions (including neutral) from each subject a test set
of 70 images is formed. Rest of the images are used for training. This testing scheme
is the same as used in [1]. This procedure of generating the test image set is done five
times and it is ensured that every image of the database becomes a part of the testing
set for at least once. Fig. 5.4 shows the recognition results in JAFFE database. For
curvelets and contourlets, different scales and orientations are used. For wavelets, 3
levels of decomposition are used. Keeping the multiresolution parameter constant,
the recognition rates are plotted against the number of principal components. To keep
the Sb non-singular, a maximum of 130 principal components(less than the number
of images in the training set) are considered. 5 different training sets are shown in
different colours. From Fig. 5.4, the accuracy of recognition increases with the in-
crease of number of orientations while keeping the scale constant for curvelets. For
results with contourlets also, as shown in Fig. 5.5 the accuracy improves with the
number of orientations. As shown in Fig. 5.6, for wavelets, the recognition rate gets
better with the increase of level of decomposition. The rates obtained by curvelets
are better than contourlets and wavelets.
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5.3.2 Results in Cohn-Kanade Database using Curvelets,
Contourlets and Wavelets
86 subjects of Cohn-Kanade database are selected such that none of the facial points
are occluded and total 355 images are obtained. The testing set of Cohn-Kanade
database is formed by taking one image of every subject such that each test set has
roughly same number of images of each of 7 expressions. Rest of the images are used
for training. Total five different test sets are formed to ensure that each image of the
database falls in the testing set for at least once. The test set sizes lie between 70-72.
Though the number of training images are more than that of the JAFFE database,
the maximum number of principal components is kept 130 for an uniform comparison
of results between the two databases.
It is observed from the Figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 that the recognition accuracy is
remarkably lower than that of JAFFE database. It may be attributed to the fact
that since, instances of all expressions of a subject are not present in the training set
(unlike JAFFE), the training set needs to be increased for better results. Also, the
recognition rates obtained using curvelets, contourlets and wavelets are similar. Use
of directional multiresolution transforms could not provide much better results than
wavelets. But, the maximum accuracy is given by contourlets here. The first test set
gives the poorest performance among all sets. This trend of the first set is exhibited
by all of the three multiresolution methods.
5.4 Experiments with Cross-validation
The experiments with cross-validation implies that an intentional mismatch has been
kept between the test set and train set. The mismatch may be in the subjects consid-
ered, the resolution of the images or their preprocessing. Here, cross-validation means
that a subject independent facial expression recognition is targeted. The training sets
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and test sets in which the databases are divided share no common subject. Experi-
ments with cross-validation are important as they point out how well an expression is
modeled being independent of a particular face. This testing is carried out in litera-
ture to test the generalized performance of any facial expression recognition method.
5.4.1 Results in JAFFE Database using Curvelets,
Contourlets and Wavelets
For the JAFFE database, 10-fold cross-validations are used and it is similar to
leave one out strategy since only 10 subjects are present. In each round, all im-
ages of a subject are used for testing and images of 9 other subjects are used for
training. The test set size lie between 20-23. The recognition rates are shown in
Fig. 5.10 for curvelets and it is clear that the results depend greatly on the subject
under testing. The recognition rates are quite irregular in this database. Thus, the
average recognition rate is pretty low which is also shown in [46]. As exhibited in
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, the tendencies of recognition rates among different test sets are
very dissimilar. Thus, recognition rates obtained by using curvelets, contourlets and
wavelets are found to exhibit the same fluctuating nature. These results conform with
the non-uniformness of expressions present in the JAFFE database as pointed out by
some earlier works in literature.
5.4.2 Results in Cohn-Kanade Database using Curvelets,
Contourlets and Wavelets
A 10-fold cross-validation is conducted in Cohn-Kanade database as well. In each
round, the testing set consists of 8-9 subjects and number of test images lie between
33-49. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13. The results obtained are better than that
of the non-cross-validated ones. This supports that with enough training images, the
proposed method is going to perform better. Also, recognition rates for different sets
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are quite regular compared to that in the JAFFE database. The cross-validated
results indicate how well the method can perform to recognize face independent ex-
pressions. This implies that regularity or uniformity in the expressions is also very
important. Therefore, more number of training images can improve results signifi-
cantly. As already expressed in [46]. The small size of the JAFFE database may
be responsible for low and less regular recognition rates. More training images in
Cohn-Kanade database give better cross-validated results.
5.5 Comparison with Gabor Wavelets and LBP
In this part the curvelet based entropy is compared with gabor wavelet based entropy
and LBP + PCA + LDA [46] method which is one of the best methods in literature.
For gabor wavelets, 6 orientations of gabor filter with wave numbers pi/4, pi/8 and
pi/16 are used and this is similar to [61]. For LBP, uniform LBP(8,2) operator is used.
Both cross-validated and non-cross-validated experiments are carried out in JAFFE
and Cohn-Kanade database using the same sets of train and test images as mentioned
in sub-sections 5.3 and 5.4. The results are presented in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. It is
observed that with gabor wavelet entropy and LBP, the trend is similar to what is
obtained with curvelets.
It is found from 5.16, that directional multiresolution entropy performs better
than Gabor wavelet entropy, though the general trend of the recognition rates are
similar. For non-cross-validated experiments in JAFFE database, the recognition
rates are higher and uniform. The cross-validated rates in JAFFE are irregular and
much lower with Gabor wavelets. For Cohn-Kanade database the recognition rates
for cross-validated and non-cross-validated experiments are irregular though cross-
validated recognition rates are comparatively more uniform. Similar trend is found
using LBP, though the rates are much better than that obtained using Gabor wavelets.
Curvelet entropy is comparable to LBP based recognition. For non-cross-validated
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experiments in JAFFE database, directional multiresolution performs better than
LBP whereas for cross-validated experiments in Cohn-Kanade, LBP performs better.
The maximum recognition rates offered by curvelet entropy for non-cross-validated
experiments in Cohn-Kanade and cross-validated experiments in JAFFE is higher
than what is achieved by LBP + PCA + LDA.
5.6 Chapter Summary
A method for facial expression recognition using multiresolution entropy has been
proposed. The main idea is to use curvelet subbands at selected facial points and use
the curvelet entropy as features for expression. The proposed method has also been
verified using contourlet and wavelet entropy. Extensive results have been given on
non-cross-validated and cross-validated experiments conducted on the JAFFE and
Cohn-Kanade databases. The robustness of the method against age, gender and
illumination variation is established since, each of the databases has some of these
variations. The results show that the proposed method is better than Gabor wavelets
and is comparable with LBP based method for facial expression recognition.
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Chapter 6
Drowsiness Detection using
Multiresolution Entropy
6.1 Introduction
Drowsiness detection is the process of identifying a sleepy person. The automatic
detection of drowsiness has gained interest in research community due to its practical
importance. As pointed out by Traffic Injury Research Foundation of Canada, 4%
of fatal crashes and 20% of non-fatal crashes take place due to the drowsiness of
the driver. Thus, substantial amount of research is going on to detect drowsiness by
using machines, to avoid such disasters. There are mainly two kinds of approaches
that are followed: (a) Physiological signal analysis (b) Visual Data Analysis. In
physiological signal analysis, mainly, the EEG (Electroencephalogram) spectra of a
person or subject is utilized to make a decision about the state/level of drowsiness [25,
57] of the person. The approach followed in visual data analysis uses image, image
sequences or videos for drowsiness detection. In this chapter, a study is made to
analyze how well the facial features (discussed in chapter 5) are suited to differentiate
between drowsy and non-drowsy faces.
6.2 Background
The visual data based algorithms focus mainly on the eyes of the subject. Most
approaches rely on the method of Percentage of Eye Closure (PERCLOS). PERCLOS
is a method for eye blinking measurement and it is the percentage of time during which
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the eye is closed in a given time period. A sleepy person blinks less number of times in
a given time limit but takes more time to complete a blink [58]. It is found that high
PERCLOS scores are correlated to drowsiness. It has been the aim of many research
works to measure eye blinks to obtain PERCLOS scores for classification [51, 26,
52]. Other visual data based approaches use head pose monitoring, open or closed
eye detection. To make the drowsiness detection system automatic or practical for
vehicles, the approaches used must be very fast. The facial information based methods
have to detect or track the face robustly. After the face acquisition is properly done,
the final processing can be done for feature extraction and classification.
6.3 Feature Extraction and Classification
In the feature extraction process, it is assumed that the proper location of the face
is available and the faces are tilt corrected. Thus, it is assumed that the face have
in-plane rotation only. The multiresolution based entropy features are extracted
from the facial images in the same way as discussed in Chapter 5. Two methods
have been followed to verify how well the multiresolution features can discriminate
between drowsy and non-drowsy faces. The schematic diagram of the methods are
given in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. In the first method, the multiresolution entropy features
are extracted from the training images and dimension reduction is performed using
PCA and LDA. The query image is projected to the reduced subspace and classified
using a nearest neighbour classifier. The method is same as the one proposed in
Chapter 5. In the other method, the multiresolution entropy features are subjected
to PCA space only. The classification is carried out using an SVM.
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Figure 6.1: Drowsiness detection based on multiresolution entropy and nearest
neighbour classifier
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Figure 6.2: Drowsiness detection based on multiresolution entropy and SVM
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6.4 Database
The previous researches carried out in this field have been evaluated in databases for
private use only and they are not publicly available. Therefore, different methods
have been evaluated using separate databases. Thus, a database has been generated
for the drowsiness detection research of the thesis. The database consists of 8 videos
from 8 University of Windsor students. There are seven male students and one
female student. The ages of the subjects range between 26 to 35. The subjects
in the database have different ethnicities; Indian, Chinese and Turkish. Also, the
illumination conditions are different for each video. Apart from the drowsy faces in
the videos, there also exist other expressions of the subjects. The other expressions
from this database along with some expressions from the Cohn-Kanade database are
used as negative images and drowsy faces are used as positive during training.
Figure 6.3: Some faces from the drowsy database
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6.5 Results
The experiments are carried out with cross-validation only as drowsiness needs to be
detected independent of person. The number of used images is 304. Due to cross-
validated datasets, the test set has 20-30 images of 1-2 subjects and rest of the images
are part of training set. Therefore, 5 test sets are formed. In separate experiments,
curvelet based and contourlet based entropies at different scales and orientations
are extracted. The scales and orientations used are same as those used in Chapter 5.
Since the performance of wavelets are much lower than curvelets and contourlets, only
directional multiresolution entropies are considered. The average recognition rate for
different scales and orientations with varying number of principal components are
shown in the Fig. 6.4. The maximum number of principal components used is 180
which is below the number of training images. The recognition rate at a specific
orientation and scale for a multiresolution transform is the average recognition rate
of the 5 sets. It is also found that, recognition rates given by curvelets are much
better compared to that of contourlets. It is found that, with the increase of number
of orientations, the recognition accuracy improves. The average recognition rates for
the database using the first method are shown in Fig. 6.5. The maximum recognition
rate of about 92% is achieved with curvelets.
Using the second method, with more scales and orientations, the recognition accu-
racy improves as shown in Fig. 6.6. The intermediate fluctuations in the recognition
accuracy are also presented. The higher accuracies are given by initial principal com-
ponents. This trend is exhibited in Fig. 6.4 as well. The maximum accuracy still
remains above 90% here. The average accuracy in the database obtained using the
second method is shown in Fig. 6.7. Again, the performance of curvelet entropy is
better than contourlet entropy for drowsiness detection.
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6.6 Chapter Summary
The chapter has presented the use of multiresolution entropy for the purpose of drowsi-
ness detection. Two methods using different dimension reduction techniques and
classifiers have been used. The experiments have been conducted using a database
generated for this purpose. The experiments are cross-validated and proves that di-
rectional multiresolution entropy is suitable for discriminating between drowsy and
non-drowsy faces. Between the multiresolution methods used, curvelet entropy is
found to give better accuracy than contourlet entropy.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The thesis is concluded with a discussion of the research work and the scope for future
work.
7.1 Contribution of the Research Work
The research work conducted in this thesis focusses on the use of directional mul-
tiresolution analysis for facial expression recognition. The orientation selectivity of
directional multiresolution transforms has served as the motivation for the work. Two
methods for facial expression recognition are proposed in two chapters. The penul-
timate chapter has focusses on a special case of facial expression recognition called
drowsiness detection.
The first work proposed of the use of LBP, the popular texture analysis method
in the curvelet domain. Experiments conducted on the JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade
databases show that curvelet based LBP is better than LBP and Gabor wavelets. In
this method, only the approximate subband of curvelet has been considered.
The second chapter proposed on the use of all curvelet subbands for facial expres-
sion recognition. To analyze different subbands, curvelet entropy at selected facial
points has been used to form feature vectors. The dimension reduction is carried out
using PCA and LDA. Also comparisons with contourlet based entropy and wavelet
entropy for expression recognition has been provided. Non-cross-validated and cross-
validated experiments have been performed on the databases for verifying the ro-
bustness of the approach. The proposed method was compared with Gabor wavelet
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entropy and LBP. The results show that directional multiresolution transform like
curvelets and contourlets can form effective features for expression recognition. These
features are found robust against age, gender and illumination variations.
In the penultimate chapter, a study has been made to check the robustness of
directional multiresolution entropy for drowsiness detection. Two classifiers– Nearest
Neighbour and SVM have been used to classify dimension-reduced multiresolution
entropy features. The experiments have been essentially cross-validated and curvelet
entropy has provided a maximum accuracy of nearly 92% in discriminating between
drowsy and non-drowsy faces.
As per the current literature, the use of directional multiresolution transforms for
facial expression recognition is a novel idea. The results indicate that further scopes
for research exist in this domain as discussed next.
7.2 Scope for Future Work
The experimental results of multiresolution based entropy exhibit fluctuations. A
better idea may be to choose specific principal components by the method of boosting
to achieve uniformity, and, hence better accuracy.
The method of multiresolution entropy works on selected facial points. If any
of those points are occluded, the method faces problems. A scope therefore lies in
re-engineering the method suitably for handling occlusions.
Finally, the work has used frontal or in-plane rotated facial images. To make the
method suitable for different facial poses is a challenge and may be an area for further
research.
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